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 “So you see, Otto, behind every great fortune, lies a great crime,” boasted Princess 

Zina Yusopov, the richest woman in Tsarist Russia.  

Set in the early 20th century, Behind Every Great Fortune™ is the first in a trilogy of 

historical fiction that brings to life the story of Otto Kahn and Oheka Castle, his 
monument to power and decadence.  As the centenary of events that shaped the world 
a century ago approaches, Behind Every Great Fortune™ chronicles the first terrorist 
attack on New York City, the assassination of the Arch Duke Ferdinand, the murder of 
Rasputin and the Russian Revolution. 

In a world spiraling toward unprecedented suffering, destruction and death, Kahn 

plans the unthinkable. Two forces stand between Kahn and his objective - a team of 

Naval intelligence officers led by James “Strafe” Oliver and the legendary mad monk, 

Grigory Rasputin.  Acts of murder, terrorism, betrayal and sexual depravity swirl 
around Kahn, as the stakes rise and the suspense builds.   

Compelling Characters:  Otto Hermann Kahn, Margaret Sanger, Grigory Rasputin                     

                                              

 



Author’s Bio - Frank Amoroso is an attorney with a passion for the untold story behind what is 

presented as history. He was born in NYC and grew up within a stone's throw of Oheka Castle on 
Long Island's Gold Coast. He currently resides in North Carolina with his wife and two daughters. 
 
 

If you enjoy stories of cataclysmic battles between avarice and true love, Western capitalism 
versus Eastern mysticism, then read Behind Every Great Fortune™. 
 
Readers who liked Behind Every Great Fortune™ also liked: 

 The Millennium Trilogy (Girl with the Dragon Tatto, The Girl Who Played with Fire, The Girl 

kicked the Hornets Nest,) by Stieg Larsson 

 Boardwalk Empire by  Nelson C. Johnson 

 The Century Trilogy (Fall of Giants) by  Ken Follett 

 

Readers who liked Behind Every Great Fortune™ also liked: 

 The Great Gatsby 

 The DaVinci Code 

 Chinatown 
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